Creatures D6 / Ruby (lizard pet)
Name: Ruby
Species: Lizard
Gender: Female
Eye color: Yellow
Skin color: Green
Dexterity: 2D
Perception: 2D
Strength: 1D
Special Abilities
Sharp Nip: Ruby is fairly defenceless, capable of defending herself with only a snap from her mouth
which does Str damage.
Natural Climbers: Ruby is capable climbers and can scale vertical surfaces, gaining a bonus +2D to
her climbing skill.
Move: 5
Size: 0.4 meters
Orneriness: 1D
Description: Ruby was a female lizard that was considered highly valuable shortly after the formation of
the Galactic Empire. She was stolen by the Rhokai gang due to the lizard's value, before the Devaronian
criminal Roland Durand hired information broker Cid to deliver her to him. In turn, Cid dispatched the unit
of former clone commandos known as the Bad Batch to steal Ruby from the Rhokai. During the theft of
Ruby, the young clone Omega gave her the name Ruby, which Durand retained after he took ownership
of her.
Biography
Ruby was of a lizard species considered valuable during the early Imperial Era. The Devaronian criminal
Roland Durand, a client of the informant Cid, wished to acquire her, and paid Cid to procure and deliver
the lizard to him. Cid dispatched the Bad Batch to steal her from the Rhokai gang, who had previously
stolen her. Though the Rhokai pursued the clones' starship, Havoc Marauder, through space, the Bad
Batch were able to escape into hyperspace with Ruby and deliver her to Cid. Ruby was provided to
Durand, who kept her as a pet.
Durand later ousted Cid from her parlor and took control of the establishment, bringing Ruby with him.
Cid's regular patrons Bolo and Ketch kidnapped Ruby to lure Durand and his henchman from Cid's parlor
so Cid and the Bad Batch could steal six crates of spice that Durand wanted to sell for the Pyke
Syndicate. Durand loved Ruby and regularly pet her and rubbed her belly, so he threatened to kill her
kidnappers.

Later, Cid and the Bad Batch returned to Cid's Parlor, believing the Pykes would have neutralized
Durand by the time they arrived. While they were mostly correct, Durand informed the Pykes that the
clones and Cid were the ones who actually stole the spice, so the Pykes took Omega hostage and sent
Cid and the other clones to retrieve the spice they'd stolen. While imprisoned next to Durand, Omega
bonded with the Devaronian over Ruby's affection for both of them.
Even though Durand double-crossed the Bad Batch and Cid, Omega still stuck up for the Devaronian
because Ruby liked him. This led Omega to conclude "he can't be all bad."
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